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Martian slope gullies (composed of an alcove, chan-
nel, and apron) have been the focus of much controversy
in recent years, as scientists seek to understand how they
develop and what they imply about the martian environ-
ment. Formation theories have involved a wide range of
environmental conditions and processes, such as ground-
water eruption [1, 2], the melting of snow or ice follow-
ing climate change [3, 4], or dry granular f ow [5, 6].
However, a dearth of observations or information about
the environmental setting of slope gully formation has
made it diff cult to evaluate among competing theories.

Last year [7], we presented a survey of slope gul-
lies found on martian dunes in the southern hemisphere
– a class of gullies that had been neglected in previous
slope gully studies. Using MOC, CTX, and HiRISE im-
ages, we identif ed dune gullies within 19 gullied dune
f elds, seven of which had suff cient overlapping high-
resolution coverage for identif cation of gully activity
within the last six martian years, such as alcove/channel
formation and widening and apron extension between
images. We found that the timing of def nite morpho-
logic changes as well as signatures of recent activity
(albedo and textural signatures that were associated with
recent apron deposition, and which faded soon after ap-
pearing and did not re-appear in subsequent years) con-
strained activity to the southern winter season.

Based on these f ndings, we hypothesized the exis-
tence of a seasonal control on current dune gully activ-
ity – the accumulation and/or sublimation of CO2 frost,
which is consistent with observations of dune gully activ-
ity within the North Polar Erg [8]. Additionally, as these
dune gullies were similar to non-dune slope gullies in
shape and timing of activity [9], we proposed that further
monitoring of dune gully activity would yield detailed in-
formation about present-day general gully formation and
modif cation processes.

New observations: Over the recent winter season,
we closely monitored three active dune gullies so as to
better identify the timing and sequence of activity (Fig-
ure 1). Based on these observations, along with fur-
ther observations of activity within non-dune slope gul-
lies [10], we are beginning to quantitatively understand
present-day gully formation and modif cation processes.

As shown in Figure 3, large-scale activity at all three
sites, such as alcove retreat or formation or channel
down-cutting, primarily occurred at the end of winter,

Figure 1: HiRISE images of dune gullies within Matara
crater that were closely monitored this past winter. This
site has been active several times since 2005, with the
most recent activity including channel widening and
down-cutting into the apron (black arrows) and the for-
mation of an alcove and 5m-wide channel (white arrow).

within a narrow time period (∼Ls 120-160). Only one
example of large-scale activity (10m retreat of a small
alcove’s edge) occurred within autumn. This implies a
type of ‘threshold’ dynamic for (most) gully formation
activity, and work is ongoing to identify the exact sea-
sonal mechanism(s).

Small-scale activity (consisting of dark, roughly lin-
ear ’f ow’ features) begins in autumn (∼Ls 60) and con-
tinues through the end of winter. Individual f ows are
generally very thin (0.5m wide) and long (up to 400m),
extending from the alcove base down onto the pre-
existing apron or dune surface. These extend over (with-
out obscuring) ripples and small-scale topography, and
correspond to areas within channels and alcoves where
material has been disturbed/the channel has changed/is
inf lled. As winter progresses, some of these ’f ows’
grow in width and form debris fans, instead of remain-
ing linear.

Additionally, pits (2-5m in diameter) were seen to
form on the aprons, some at end of thin (<1m width)
and short channels (Figure 2). These appear morpholog-
ically similar to Type I dune gullies [11], but are of a
much smaller-scale than the closely studied dune gullies
in Russell crater and other dune f elds. These features
seem to degrade quickly, explaining why they have been
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diff cult to detect in previous images. Work is ongoing to
better constrain the locations and timing of this type of
activity, and to understand if this activity is related to the
formation of Type I dune gullies.

Implications: Several types of dune-gully activity
have been observed over the past winter season – differ-
ing in timing, scale, and resultant morphologies. How-
ever, the observed differences were roughly consistent
over three dune gullies (in two dune f elds), suggesting
that the observed sequence of activity is representative
of general dune-gully processes and can provide better
constraints on timing and rates. Additionally, by acquir-
ing a better understanding of activity within these three
dune gullies, we may perhaps begin to differentiate be-
tween different present-day gully formation and modi-
f cation processes operating on non-dune slopes, which
has important implications for studies aiming to under-
stand the observed slope-gully population.

Figure 2: HiRISE image ESP 020203 1300, showing
new pits on the apron of an active dune gully within
Matara crater. Some of these pits appear to be the termi-
nal end of small channels (black arrow), yielding similar
morphology as type I dune gullies. The ripples along the
top have wavelength of 3-4m.
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Figure 3: HiRISE images of a dune gully within Kaiser
crater that was also closely monitored this past winter.
Activity begins in autumn with thin, dark f ows (top 2
images: Ls 60 and 87). These f ows will continue form-
ing throughout the winter season and thicken as the sea-
son progresses, forming new fans (Ls 119 and 127) and
even new alcoves and channels (Ls 127). The debris that
collapsed from the alcove and carved a new channel into
the pre-existing apron is of suff cient volume and energy
to overtop the rocky topography (black arrow). Images
are 850m wide.
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